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QUESTION: 1
A company plans to add servers and applications to support a new service offering. They are
interested in IBM and would like to attend a Power Systems briefing. In order to properly qualify
this opportunity, what question should be asked first?

A. What are the names and versions of the new applications?
B. How much floor space and energy capacity will be available?
C. Who are the people that are expected to attend the briefing?
D. Does the IT staff have adequate skill to support Power Systems servers?

Answer: A

QUESTION: 2
A customer needs to be able to move WPARs between servers without user disruption. Which of
the following AIX Editions will support the customer requirement at least cost?

A. AIX Basic
B. AIX Express
C. AIX Standard
D. AIX Enterprise

Answer: D

QUESTION: 3
Which of the following describes a characteristic of AIX Express Edition?

A. Offers improved administration for Blade environments
B. Delivers enterprise class workload management on small servers
C. Enables consolidation of many small workloads on larger servers
D. Promotes the use of Live Application Mobility on POWER6 and POWER7 servers

Answer: C

QUESTION: 4
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What extra benefit does AIX Enterprise Edition offer customers who are interested in Tivoli
Application Dependency Discovery Manager and Tivoli Monitoring?

A. Facilitates rapid deployment of new workloads to meet changing business demands
B. Automates complex processes to ensure server operations fit within policies and compliance
C. Includes integration between the products which is not available in the standalone products
D. Minimizes training requirements by automating tasks through a simple command line interface

Answer: A

QUESTION: 5
A construction company is trying to decide whether to purchase Power Systems servers or large
x86 servers for several new SAP applications. Which of the following will offer more efficient
resource utilization and make the Power Systems proposal more competitive?

A. Active Memory Expansion can dynamically allocate more memory from available CoD
memory resources.
B. Shared Memory Pools improve overall physical memory utilization between multiple dedicated
partitions.
C. Active Memory Sharing can be used to decrease the amount of system memory required to
support multiple partitions.
D. Memory Protection Key technology provides maximum performance and availability when
used in multi user ERP environments.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 6
The Power 750 servers used by a customer to run WebSphere are operating under PowerVM
Enterprise Edition. They are experiencing a bottleneck in memory, but have no budget to purchase
additional memory. Which of the following memory technologies should be considered?

A. Active Memory Sharing
Active Memory Expansion
B. Memory Capacity On Demand
Active Memory Sharing
C. Active Memory Expansion
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Active Memory Virtualization
D. Active Memory Virtualization
Memory Capacity On Demand

Answer: A

QUESTION: 7
Which of the following is the correct description of Active Memory Sharing (AMS)?

A. Enables memory to be installed and allocated dynamically
B. Spreads available memory across all partitions on the system
C. Allows partitions to simultaneously share the same physical memory
D. Permits partitions to borrow memory capacity from underutilized partitions

Answer: D

QUESTION: 8
Which of the following describes a Workload Partition (WPAR) capability?

A. They enable application load balancing within an LPAR.
B. They permit AIX upgrades without shutting down the application.
C. They allow multiple operating system images to run in the same LPAR.
D. They permit multiple applications to run in a single instance of AIX.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 9
What is a key function of Workload Partition Manager?

A. Replication of AIX and Linux partitions
B. Movement of WPARs across multiple systems
C. Live migrations of AIX and Linux partitions
D. Installation of virtual images from a centralized library
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